MOLD SHIELDS™

IPS Mold Shields™ stop your moldings from scattering randomly in the "drop zone". They ensure your parts land on your conveyor or in your packing case and not on the floor.

Mold Shields are crystal clear plastic curtains which allow you to observe your molding area, and monitor your parts while production is in progress. As the mold opens and closes the Mold Shield correspondingly unwinds and recoils itself with each press cycle. Since Mold Shields are easily attached and removed as necessary, they can be quickly moved from press to press to meet changing production demands.

Some Benefits of Mold Shields:-
- Reduce Scrap  
- Eliminate Contamination  
- Increase Profits  
- Easy Installation  
- Quick Access to the Mold  
- Movable to Other Presses

If one of our standard size shields won't meet your needs, phone our technical support for your free installation guide and user notes. For vertical presses, where you might need to enclose 3 sides of your mold, we have special kits to meet your application.

Call our sales line to place your order. +91 9540879486 / 86 / 87 or fax it to +91 11 26766373. You can also email www.novanative.com  
index  
IPS products helping mold a better future  
close book
Mold Shields Technical Information

Mold shields are available in 4 standard sizes: 8"x24", 12"x24", 16"x24", 20"x24" and 24"x24", 32"x24", 40"x24" and 48"x24". For larger applications shields can be stacked one above the other. Custom sizes are also available with a surcharge.

Installation
Easy to install
Easy to remove
Simple assembly of hardware and magnets is required
Magnet with locating post is positioned on the outer edge of the mold
Shield attachment handle latches onto the magnet locating post
For larger vertical sizes, shields can be stacked one on top of the other
Install a spacer between the magnet and shield when using an air blast during mold opening

Shield Kit Contains
2 Shields
Mounting Hardware
Required number of attaching magnets for the Shields

Service is as close as your nearest phone; simply call our office at +64 9 480 9937 and ask for one of our technical personnel to assist you with your needs.

Call our sales line to place your order. +91 9540879485 / 86 / 87 or fax it to +91 11 26766373. You can also email www.novanative.com index IPS products helping mold a better future close book